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Background, Method, Results and Conclusions
BACKGROUND: Younger cancer survivors (CS), low educated/income CS, CS with more severe cancer 
and CS with a history of high absence have a higher risk for long-term work disability. The aim was to 
use the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) method to 
translate evidence into recommendations for OPs and SIPs in the context of the guideline Cancer and 
Work. The GRADE ‘Evidence-to-decision framework’ includes: priority of the problem; test accuracy; 
benefits and harms; certainty of the evidence; outcome importance; balancing desirable and 
undesirable effects; resource use; equity; acceptability and feasibility.
METHODS: A multidisciplinary guideline projectgroup (n= 12) had 2 meetings of 2 hours and a written 
round to discuss the translation from evidence to decisions on the guideline recommendations. 
RESULTS: Most of the discussions were on priority and feasibility. The project group decided that the
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 prognostic risk factors were indicators of vulnerability and should be regarded in their coherence. The 
recommendation for OPs was: consider documenting diagnosis, treatment, health-related and work-
related information. The recommendations for SIPs were: consider when assessing eligibility to 
disability pension to include the prognostic factors and consider, in their coherence, if they imply a 
larger individual risk for not working; consider to describe the information about the factors that 
increase the risk for not working as ‘belonging to a risk group’ when communicating with other 
professionals outside the medical domain, as it is not allowed to share medical information with them. 
CONCLUSION: The guideline projectgroup decided that the prognostic risk factors should be regarded 
in their coherence, as they are indicators of socio-economic vulnerability. New research should include 
changeable risk factors for RTW in CS, such as behaviour or working conditions. 

Main implications
When supporting cancer survivors to regain work, the risk factors (younger age, lower 
education/income, higher cancer severity and history of high absence) should be regarded in their 
coherence.  
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